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Abstract. The composition of Bezier curves and tensor product Bezier surfaces, 
polynomial as weil as rational, is applied to exactly and explicitely represent trim 
curves of tensor product Bezier surfaces. Trimming curves are assumed tobe defined 
as Bezier curves in surface parameter domain. A Bezier spline approximation of 
lower polynomial degree is built up as weil which is based on the 'exact trim curve 
representation in coordinate space. 
Keywords. Bezier representation, trim curves, curves on surfaces, composition, 
approximation, free form deformation 
1. Introduction 
Very few three-dimensional objects are representable by a single (free form) surface patch. 
Generally surfaces have to be glued together smoothly a.s in a patch work to form spline 
surfaces, and {spline) surfaces have tobe processed further within CAD/CAM solid mod-
elling systems. Some of these interrogation techniques, such as intersecting and blending, 
trim surfaces to an area bounded by border curves ( see Figure 1) commonly refered to ~ 
trim curves. In context of blending they are also called contact or link curves. This 
is to highlight the fact that in blending, trim curves are curves of contact along which 
primary surface and blend surface are linked together (see Figure 2). 
Literature on the subject of trim curves and trimmed surfaces can be grouped into three 
categories. First, there is the solid modelling, second, the computer graphic, and third, 
the CAGD oriented literatu:.:e. 
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Figure 1. Surface-surface intersection creates trimmed surfaces 
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Figure 2. Blending of surfaces creates trimmed surfaces 
Undoubtedly, solid modelling is the area with most contributions. Issues discussed are 
the ones most important for Boolean set operation and for boundary evaluation: First, 
the intersection problem of trimmed surfa.ces and of sculptured solids, i.e. solids with 
a free form outer (trimmed) surface, and second, set membership classification, which 
classifies a point as being interior to, on the boundary of, or exterior to a set [Cas 87. 89), 
[Cro 87), (Faro 87) . Engineering analysis interrogation algorithms for solids bounded by 
trimmed surfaces, i.e. computation of surface area, volume, center of gravity, moments 
of inertia and other mechanical or mass properties are subject of [Faro 87) and [Cas 92). 
(She 92) triangulates trimmed surfaces for the purpose of data exchange between CAD 
systems and a stereolithography apparatus to generate a solid hard copy directly from a 
3D CAD model. The faceting algorithm described in (She 92] is suitable for rendering of 
parametrically defined surfaces. 
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Rendering is also the main issue of the computer graphic oriented literature on trimmed 
surfaces. Although, very different methods are applied: (Roc 89] creates a faceting of 
trimmed rational tensor product surfaces. Facets are lighted, smooth shaded and z-
buffered using standard 3D polygon rendering techniques. [Sha 88] performs a scan line 
based rendering of trimmed NURBS surfaces using adaptive forward differencing together 
with a Hermite shading function approximation along surface curves. [Nis 90] renders 
trimmed rational tensor product Bezier surfaces using the ray tracing methology. While 
(Roc 89] and [Sha 88] have to calculate intersection points of isoparametric lines and trim 
curves to actually perform trimming, [Nis 90] realizes trimming by point classification, i.e. 
by determining if a point on a patch lies inside or outside a trimmed region. 
In CAGD contributions on trimmed surfaces concentrate on two issues: data exchange 
between CAD systems and blending of surfaces. In blending, determination of trim curves 
is one of the crucial points. lt can be done interactively or automatically, in coordinate 
space or in parameter space [Bar 89], [Fil 89], [Cho 89], [Har 90], [Kla 92], [Kop 91], [Peg 90]. 
Data exch;nge is subject of [Hos 90], describing an approximate conversion of NURBS 
surfaces trimmed by NURBS curves by lower degree B-spline representations, and of 
[Vri 91, 92], exactly converting a polynomial tensor product Bezier surface trimmed by 
polynomial Bezier curves into a composite Bezier surface. The later algorithm is based 
on subdividing the trimmed parameter space region of a surface in planar three- and 
four-gonal regions, and on the substitution of a bilinear Coons representation of these 
parameter space areas into the surface representation. 
Most algorithms assume trim curves K(t) tobe given in polynomial or rational representa-
tion in parameter space of surfaces F( u, v) : JR2 --+ IR3 , i.e. K(t) = ( u(t), v(t)) : IR--+ JR2 , 
even if they have been calculated approximatively or in discrete points only, by surface in-
tersection or projection, for example. Further trim curve processing then usually involves 
one or more approximation procedures at different levels of processing. 
While it is well understood, that the mathematical nature of trimming is functional com-
position, F(K(t)), see Figure 3, evaluation of F(K(t)) is done throughout the literature 
pointwise and up to very recently no exact closed form representation of F(K(t)) bad 
been given, except for the triviale case of monomial representations of K(t) and of F( u, v ), 
f v 
Figure 3. The mathematical nature of trimming is composition 
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which can be found in [Bez 78] already (in context of free form deformation application). 
[Vri 91, 92] also gives an explicit and exact representation of compositions, in context of 
trim curves and trimmed tensor product surfaces. Though the work is primarily clone for 
Bezier representations, [Vri 91, 92] unnecessarily performs conversions at several stages of 
the algorithm which makes the method less accurate, [Faro 91]. Composition especially is 
clone in the monomial bases only, which requires conversion to and from thif bases. 
To have an exact and explicite Bezier representation of compositions of Bezier represen-
ta.tions would be of great value for many CAD/CAM, computer graphics and CAGD 
applications. T. DeRose, [DeR 88], has been the first who actually performed functional 
composition in case of simplicial Bezier representations. DeRose also pointed out a whole 
selection of applications of functional composition such as evaluation, subdivision, (non-
linear) reparametrization and geometric continuity. A more interesting example of ap-
plication might be given by the idea of curve and surface modeling in the sense of free 
form deformation. A second, very important application of functional composition con-
cerns the subject of curves on surfaces, e.g. trimrning of surfaces by surface curves, with 
applications in blending and in solid modeling, i.e. trimmed surfaces. [Elb 92] looks at 
Bezier curves and tensor product Bezier surfaces, both polynomial and rational. But 
there are no explicit Bezier-like equations given for F(K(t)) and furthermore, Table 6.1 
of [Elb 92] listing polynomial degrees of F(K(t)) is erroneous. [Las 91] provided exact 
Bezier-representations of F(K(t)) for polynomial and rational Bezier curves and sur-
faces, multivariate composition is treated as weil. [DeR 93] deals with the same topic, but 
is highlighting the blossoming nature of algorithms much stronger than [Las 91] does. 
In this paper we apply ( and discuss a special case of) the theoretical results given in [Las 91] 
to the problem of exactly representing curves on surfaces, here trim curves, in Bezier form. 
An approximative representation is given as weil. The paper is structured as follows: 
Section II reviews definitions of Bezier curves and surfaces. In Sections III and V Theorem 
1 (polynomial case) and Theorem 2 (rational case) are given which are fundamental for 
the exact representation of Bezier curves on tensor product Bezier surfaces. Sections IV 
and VI apply Theorem 1 and Theorem 2 to exactly and explicitly represent trim curves 
of surfaces. Section VII notes one more application of functional composition and of 
theorems given in Sections III and V, planar curve design via free form deformation. 
Section VIII is concerned with the task of approximating trim curves by lower degree 
polynomials. 
II. Bezier Representations 
A planar Bezier curve K(t) of degree N in t is defined by 
N 
K(t) - L Kr Bf (t), tE[O,l], (1) 
r=O 
where Kr E /R2 and 
Bf (t) = (~) tr (1 - tt-r 
are the ( ordinary) Bernstein polynomials of degree N in t. 
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A tensor product Bezier surface F(u,v)- briefly TPB-surface- of degree (l,m) m 
( u, v) is defined by 
I m 
F( u, V) L L F;,j Bf(u) Bj(v), u, V E [ 0, l], (2) 
i=O j=O 
where F;,; E JR3 a~d with Bernstein polynomials Bf(u) and Bj(v). By reason of the 
tensor product definition algorithms in u and in v commute, and the result is independent 
of the order. 
A planar rational Bezier curve K(t) of degree N m t is defined by 
N L ßrKr Bf (t) 
l=O K(t) N tE[0,1], (3) L ßr Bf (t) 
l=O 
and a rational tensor product Bezier surfaces F( u, v) - briefly rational TPB-
surface - of degree (1, m) in (u , v) is defined by 
I m L L w;,jF;,; Bf (u) Bj(v) 
I m 
F(u, v) i=O j=O u, V E [ 0, lj . (4) 
L L w;,j Bf(u) Bj(v) 
i=O j=O 
Coefficients Kr and F;,j are called Bezier points. They form in their natural ordering, 
given by their subscripts, the vertices of the Bezier polygon and of the Bezier net. 
Scalars ßr E IR and w;,; E IR are called weights. Positive weights result in curves and 
surfaces which have all the properties and algorithms which we do have for polynomial 
representations. 
The Bezier description is a very powerful tool because the expansion in terms of Bern-
stein polynomials yields, first, a numerically very stable behavior of all algorithms. And, 
second, a geometric meaning of Bezier points ( and weights ). For an extensive coverage of 
properties of Bernstein polynomials and Bezier representations see e.g. [Far 90], [Hos 92]. 
III. Composition of Polynomial Curves and Surfaces 
Theorem 1 describes the composition F(t) = F(K(t)) = F(u(t), v(t)) of a planar Bezier 
curve K(t) and a TPB-surface F(u, v). There are several problems in curve and 
surface modeling pointed out by DeRose [DeR 88] that can be solved using functional 
composition. Examples are evaluation, subdivision, ( nonlinear) reparametrization and 
geometric continuity of Bezier representations. Two more examples of practical interest 
are curve and surface modeling via free-form deformation and the description of curves on 
surfa.ces. The later can be thought of as trim curves with applications in blending as well 
as in connection with trimmed surfaces as the occur in solid modeling. In that context 
Theorem 1 is fundamental for the exact representation of trim curves. 
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Theorem 1. Let K(t) = (u(t), v(t)): IR-+ JR2 be a planar polynomial Bezier curve of 
degree N, (1), with Bezier points Kr= (ur, vr), and let F(u, v) = (x(u,v), y(u,v), z(u,v)): 
JR2 -+ JR:3, be a polynomial TPB-surface of degree (1, m), (2), with Bezier points F;,j = 
(x;,J,Yi,j,Z;,1). F(t) = F(K(t)) = F(u(t),v(t)) is polynomial and can be represented as 
Bezier curve of degree rN, where r = l + m. We have 
rN 
F(t) = F(K(t)) = L BR B'i{"(t)' (5) 
R=u 
with Bezier points 
BR L c~m(N, 1) F~;(u~„. vj!)' (6) 
lll=R 
and constants 
(7) 
Proof of Theorem 1 is done analogously to [DeR88] and has been given in detail in [Las91] 
(cf. [DeR 93]). 
Eiit=R has the meaning of summation over all 1 = (lu, lv), where P = (/i, ... , li), 
Jt! = (/f, ... ,/:;.) and where 0 ~ Ii,. „, Ir ~ N and 0 ~ /f, ... , 1:;. ~ N and 
III = IIu 1 + IIv 1 = Ii + ... + Ir + lf + ... + I::, = R. 
Note, construction points F~; ( u~„, vj!) arise in the calculation of the polar form of 
F(u, v). They can be computed recursively using the de Casteljau's construction, i.e. for 
the u parameter direction by 
and for the v parameter direction by 
h F ;.; - F Th t ( 0 ß ) h h . h t Fi+o.i+ß h w ere i,j = i,j. e argumen u1„, v1„ as t e meanmg t a i,j as to 
be calculated by performing o de Casteljau constructions in u direction for the u 
parameter values given by the indices P = (/i, ... , 1:), i.e. for the parameter values 
ur;:, ... , ur: and ß de Casteljau constructions in v direction for the v parameter values 
given by the indices Jt! = (/f, ... , Iß), i.e. for the parameter values vr;, ... , Vr•. Calcu-
lations for different parameter values commute, and the order of performed cJculations 
does not effect the final result. 
The special case N = 1 deserves some extra attention: While it is well known, that 
for a TP B-surface of degree ( l, m) isoparameter lines map to Bezier curves of degree l 
or m, respectively, which can be calculated by applying the de Casteljau (subdivision) 
algorithm, Theorem 1 generalizes this statement in the sense that now we know, lines 
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of parameter space in general position map to Bezier curves of degree 1 + m.1 Actually, 
Theorem 1 does not really differentiate between isoparametric lines and lines in general 
position. Theorem 1 represents both of them as Bezier curves of degree l + m . This 
sounds like Theorem 1 is wrong. Indeed, the only way it can work is that, 
Statement 1. In case of isoparametric lines Theorem 1 yields degree raised Bezier 
curves. 
Proof. To prove Statement 1, we go with the following strategy: First, we assume K(t) 
be isoparametric and specialize Theorem 1 to N = 1, second, we show that F(t) is 
degree raised, and third , we perform degree reduction and compare the result with the 
Bezier representation of isoparametric lines, calculated using the de Casteljau (subdi-
vision) algorithm: 
First, we specialize Theorem 1 to N = 1 and assume (because of the tensor product 
structure of F(u,v)) w.l.o.g. K(t), t E [0,1], being given as part u E [uo,u1] ~ [0,1] 
of a u parameter line, i.e. v0 = v1 = v. ( calculations and arguments are analogous 
in case of a v parameter line u0 = u1 = u.) . This should result in a parametric curve 
F(K(t)) = F(u,v.), u E [u0 ,u1), of degree l in u: 
Because of N = 1, i.e. IQ„ E {O, 1} and IQv E {O, 1}, (5) becomes 
C1'm(N 1) l 
R ' = (l~m) (8) 
and (4) simplifies to 
B 1 ~ F'•m( I m) R = ('+Rm) L.....t 0,0 UJu' VJv • 
lll=R 
Because de Casteljau constructions commute, and the polar form of F( u, v) is symmetric 
w.r.t. permutations of the argument, i.e. F~;(u~„, vj'!) is so, the sum Llll=R F~;(u~„, vj'!) 
is in the case of v0 = v1 = v. equivalent to L:~=o {!)(R':„)F „, using (~) = 0 for k < 0 
and for k > n, and where F„ stands for F~;(u~„,v:') with a being the number of 
indices IQ„ of JU of value 1, i.e. a = ll"'I :S l. Thus far, the representation of F(K(t)) 
according to Theorem 1 simplifies to 
l+m 
F(t) = F(K(t)) = L BR B~m(t), (9) 
R=O 
with 
BR = ~ (!) (R':.J F 
L.....t ('+m) c. 
o=O R 
(10) 
Now, F(K(t)) is supposed tobe of degree l instead of degree 1 + m. To prove the degree 
l of F(K(t)) we calculate forward differences 
"' ß"' BR = L (-1); (~) BR+k-i' 
j=O J 
1This is, by the way, in contrast to the situation for triangle Bezier surfaces. In case of a triangle 
Bezier surface of degree n isoparametric lines as weil as lines of parameter space in general position map 
to Bezier curves of degree n. 
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with BR+k-; given by (10), and then prove validity of 
/\ /\ (11) 
Bezier points of the degree l representation finally result by degree reduction of (9), (10) 
from degree l + m to degree /. 
The last two steps, proof of ( 11) and degree reduction, are quite cumbersome. That is 
why we prefere to go a short-cut and are doing both steps at the same time: 
First, we note, that (10) is equivalent to 
(12) 
and second, we realize, that (12) is the degree raising formula for raising the polynomial 
degree of a Bezier curve of degree l defined by Bezier points F 11 from l to l + m. This 
completes the proof, because F„ stands for F~;(u~„, v:1), which means that F11 has been 
calculated using the de Casteljau algorithm exactly the precise number of times and for 
the correct parameter values. D 
Remark 1. Bezier splines can be treated easily, too. First, we determine in the domain 
space of F(u, v) the intersections of the spline curve K(t) and the patch edges of spline 
surface F(u, v) and split K(t) at these intersection points by adding new knots applying 
de Casteljau 's subdivision algorithm. For all segments of F( u, v ), all spline curve segments 
of K(t) situated in the (u,v) domain of the specific spline segment of F(u,v) can now 
be treated directly by Theorem 1. lf K(t) is C"-continuous in t = t*, and F(u, v) 
is Cb-continuous in the corresponding point K( t) = K( t*) of ( u, v) space, F(K( t)) is 
ce-continuous in F(K(t*), with e =min {a,b}, (Las91]. 
IV. Polynomial Trim Curves and Surfaces 
Applying Theorem 1, curves on surfaces (e.g. trim curves) can be represented exactly, 
provided both curve as well as surface are of polynomial nature and, in that case, w.l.o.g. 
are given in Bezier representation. 
Assuming K(t·) not being degree raised, we first check, in the event of N = 1, by 
comparing K0 with Ki, if K( t) is isopara.metric. If so, F(K( t)) is not of degree l + m 
and, we do not have to calculate Bezier points BR of F(K(t)) using equations (6) and 
(7). Following Statement 1, F(K(t)) is of degree l or m, respectively, instead of degree 
l+m, and Bezier points BR are defined by BR= F~;(u~.,v:'1), where 11"1 = R, in case 
of K(t) being u para.meter line v0 = v1 = v'.", or by BR= F~;(u~,vj!), where II"I = R, 
in case of K(t) being v para.meter line u0 = u1 = u., respectively. Otherwise, F(K(t)) 
is of degree N(l + m), and it's Bezier representation is given by Theorem 1. 
Figures 3 - 6 illustrate Theorem 1 and Statement 1 for the exa.mples of trimming Bezier 
(spline) curves defined in the domains of TPB-surfaces. In case of Figure 3 a closed cubic 
C 1 subspline and a quartic curve are mapped on a TPB-surface of degree (2,4). 
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Figure 4. Mapping of a quintic and of a closed GC 1 linear/ cubic trimming curve on a 
TPB-surface of degree (5, 3) 
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Figure 5. Mapping of cubic trimming curves on a bicubic TPB-surface 
V. Composition of Rational Curves and Surfaces 
Theorem 2 describes the composition of a planar rational Bezier curve of degree N, K(t), 
defined in domain space of a rational TPB-surface of degree (l,m), F(u,v). 
Theorem 2. Let K(t) = ( u(t), v(t)) : JR -+ IR2 be a planar rational Bezier curve of 
degree N, (3), with Bezier points Kr= (u1,v1) and weights ßr. And let F(u,v) = 
(x(u,v),y(u,v),z(u,v)): JR2 -+ JR:3, beara.tional TPB-surfa.ceof degree (l,m), (4), with 
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Figure 6. Mapping of a closed cubic GC1 subspline and of a quintic trimming curve on 
a biquadratic TPB-surface 
Bezier points Fi,i = (xi,j,Yi,j,Zi,i) and weights w;,j· F(t) = F(K(t)) = F(u(t),v(t)) is 
rational and can be represented as rational Bezier curve of degree r N, where r = l + m . 
We have 
Weights are given by 
rN L: nRBR B'if"(t) 
F(t) - F(K(t)) = R=O 
nR = L B~m(N,I) w~·;(u~„,vj'!)' 
lll=R 
Bezier points are given by BR = 0~!8 , where 
n B ~ B''m(N I) l,m( 1 m)F'·m( 1 m) R R - L- R ' Wo,o u1„, v1„ o,o u1„, v,„ ' 
lll=R 
and with constants 
(13) 
(14) 
{15) 
(16) 
Proof of Theorem 2 is essentially like the one of Theorem 1 with the difference, that 
rational representations are now involved. Proof of Theorem 2 has been given in [Las 91]. 
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. 
Llll=R and 1 = (Iu, Jt') have the same meaning as in Theorem 1. w~',';F~; and 
are defined recursively by de Casteljau's construction, analogously to Theorem 1. 
l,m 
Wo,o 
Theorem 2 maps straight lines of parameter space to rational Bezier curves of degree 
l + m. We have to show consistency of Theorem 2 with the fact that isoparametric lines 
actually map to rational Bezier curves of degree /' or m, respectively. Therefore, we 
formulate 
Statement 2. In case of isoparametric lines Theorem 2 yields degree raised rational 
Bezier curves. 
Proof. Statement 2 can be proven exactly the same way Statement 1 has been: Let 
N = 1 and K(t), t E [ 0, 1], being given as part u E [u0 , u1] ~ [ 0, 1] of a u parameter line, 
i.e. Vo = v1 = v. ( calculations and arguments are analogous in case of a v parameter 
line uo = u1 = u.) . W.l.o.g. ßo and ßN can be chosen equal to ~ne, ßo = ßN = 1. 
Now, because of N = 1, these are the only weights defining K(t) and furthermore, we 
have 10„ E {O, 1} and 10• E {O, 1 }. Equation (16) which defiiles B~m(N, 1) therefore 
simplifies to (8) and equations (14) and (15) become (cf. Statement 1) 
R (!) (R':J flR = L: (l~m) Wa, 
a:R-m 
(17) 
c>2:0 
R (!) (R':a) ORBR L: WaFa, (l~m) 
a•R-m 
(18) 
c>2:0 
where w0 and w 0 F 0 are short for w~·;(u~„,v;') and for w~,';(u~„,v:')F~;(t4„,v;') with 
a = IPI ~ l. Realizing that (waF a,wa) as well as (ORBn, nR) are 4D-Bezier points of 
a 4D homogeneous coordinate representation of rational Bezier curves we see, that (17) 
and (18) are degree raising formulas for rational Bezier curves for raising the degree from 
l to l + m, and we are clone. D 
Remark 2. Rational Bezier splines can be treated as described in Remark 1. 
Remark 3. Theorem 2 includes special cases K(t) and F(u,v) both being polynomial, 
K(t) being polynomial and F(u, v) being rational, and K(t) being polynomial and 
F( u, v) being rational. In the first case statement of Theorem 1 results. Special cases 
two and three both yield rational curves, [Las 91]. 
VI. Rational Trim Curves and Surfaces 
According to Theorem 2 and Statement 2 we go with the following strategy ( assuming 
K(t) not being degree raised): 
If N = 1 and K 0 and K 1 are isopara.metric, F(K(t)) is of degree l defined by weights OR := 
l,m{ 1 m) d b B' • . t ß d fi d . n ß - l,m{ 1 m)Fl,m{ 1 m) w0,0 u1., v. . an y ez1er pom s R e ne via HR R = w0,0 u1„, v. o,o u1., v. , 
where ll"I = R, in case of K(t) being u pararneter line vo = v1 = v., and F(K(t)) is 
of degree m defined by weigh ts n R = w~.'; ( u~' vi!) and by Bezier points BR defined via 
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nRBR = W~',';;'(u~,vj!)F~;(u~,vf!), where 1r1 = R, in case of K(t) being V parameter 
line u0 = u1 = u •. Otherwise F(K(t)) is of degree N(l + m) with Bezier representation 
according to Theorem 2. 
Figures 7 and 8 illustrate Theorem 2 and Statement 2 for the examples of rational trim-
ming Bezier (spline) curves defined in the domains of rational TPB-surfaces. 
' 
Figure 7. Mapping of a rational quartic and of a closed rational 
C 1 cubic on a rational biquadratic TPB-surfa.ce 
Figure 8. Mapping of rational quadratic curves {ß1 = ~' l, 1, 2, 4) 
on a rational bicubic TPB-surface (wi,I = Wi,2 = 2) 
VII. Free Form Deformation 
Theorems 1 and 2 give the exact and explicit description of surface curves. These curves 
can be thought of as the boundary curves of trimmed surfaces, resulting from intersecting 
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--
or hlending operations, for instance. Surface curves described by Theorems 1 and 2 also 
can be interpreted as deformations of planar curves under the mapping of the equation 
which defines the associated free form surface. Therefore, they provide the mathematical 
foundation for the free form deformation (briefly FFD) approach to planar curve design 
via surface modelling. 2 
Figure 9 illustrates the example of modelling a planar shape which is bounded by linear 
and quadratic (Bezier) curves. First, the form is embedded in the domain [ 0, 1] x ( 0, 1] of 
a TPB-surface (upper left illustration of Figure 9) . The deformation procedure is chosen 
to be polynomial biquintic, resulting in a corresponding control point net which covers 
the deformation domain (lower left illustration of Figure 9). The Bezier points of the grid 
are given by F;J = (~, f,O), 0 ~ i,j ~ 5. The actual (biquintic) deformation of the form 
involves the translation of the Bezier points F;,j :.......+ F;,j (right illustratio_n of Figure 9) 
and evaluation of the FFD defining (biquintic) equation with coefficients F;J· While the 
position of every point in the interior as well as those on the boundary curves of the object 
are altered by the deformation equation, Theorem 1 and Statement 1 actually provide 
an exact and closed form representation of all boundary curves of the form. According 
to Statement 1, linear isoparametric boundary curves map to quintic Bezier curves, and 
according to Theorem 1 linear non-isoparametric boundary curves map to Bezier curves 
of degree 10 while quadratic boundary curves map to Bezier curves of degree 20. 
embedding in ' deformation 
domain 
biquintic deformation grid 
Figure 9. Biquintic deformation of a planar form bounded by 
linear and quadratic curves 
VIII. Approximation of Trim Curves 
Major disadvantage of exactly representing trim curves is a rather high degree of F(K(t)) 
which might cause problems in following interrogation a.ctions such as intersection oper-
2 An introduction into the FFD idea, i.e. curve and surface modelling by the way of volume design, 
has been given in (Hos92). 
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a.tions a.nd which also might not be supported by certa.in CAD systems. Therefore, a.n 
a.pproximation of F(t) = F(K(t)) by a low polynomia.l degree Bezier (spline) curve 
X(t) might be desira.ble. An easily implemented quite powerful technique to do so is the 
one described in [Hos 87] based on parameter optimization and the concept of geometric 
continuity: 
We resumee reduction to cubic (spline) curves only, i.e. we assume the approximating 
curve X( t) to be given in Bezier form, 
3 
X(t) = L bk B~(t)' tE[0,1], (19) 
~=O 
where bk are unknown Bezier points of X(t). 
Requiring that the endpoints of X(t) and of F(t) coincide, and that the two curves 
meet ea.ch other with first order smoothness at these points, it follows that Bezier points 
of X( t) are determined by 
h1 = Bo + >.1(B1 - Bo) 
b2 = BrN + >.2(BrN-l - BrN) • 
- (20) ho = Bo, 
In order to find the best >. 1 , >.2 we choose L + 1 > r N points P 1 on F( t) with respect 
to the equidistant parameter values t1 = -f, P1 = F(t1), 1 = 0, ... , L, a.nd minimize the 
absolute va.lue d = Ef=o ldd 2 of the error vectors d, = P, - X(t1). Substituting (20) in 
the expression for d, yields 
L 
d = L (D1 - >.1(B1 - Bo) B~(t1) - >.2(BrN-l - BrN) B~(t1)] 2 , (21) 
l=O 
where 
(22) 
..X 1 a.nd ..X2 can be found by solving the linear system of equations resulting from the 
necessary conditions ;; = 0 and ;; = 0 for the minimum of d. 
1 2 . 
The result depends on the parametrization of the points P1, of course. In addition, error 
vectors d1 do not necessarily give the shortest distance between points P1 and approx-
imating curve X(t). Hence, after solving the system we apply a parameter correction 
t1-+ t; i.e. P1 -+Pi = F(ti), thus, D1 -+ Di, d-+ d*, as described in [Hos89] and then 
solve the new system, which results from :~: = 0 and :~: = O. This process is iterated in 
order to force nearly a.11 error vectors tobe perpendicular to X(t) in X(t1). If the given 
error tolerance ca.nnot be sa.tisfied, F(t) is split into two segments at the point where 
the error is maximal and then the a.lgorithm is applied to ea.ch of the two pieces. The 
a.lgorithm results in a spline curve with a minimal number of cubic Bezier curve segments. 
Please note, the Bezier approximation can be built up using the exa.ct point and derivative 
informa.tion of the origina.lly given surface curve in Bezier form, F(K(t)). At no point of 
the a.lgorithm estimates of derivative have tobe Clone, neither conversions from or to any 
other representa.tion ha.ve to be perlormed ! 
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